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Abstract
The rheological properties of a particle suspension can be substantially altered by adding a small amount of a secondary fluid that is
immiscible with the bulk phase. The drastic change in the strength of these capillary suspensions arises due to the capillary forces, induced
by the added liquid, leading to a percolating particle network. Using rheological scaling models, fractal dimensions are deduced from the
yield stress and from oscillatory strain amplitude sweep data as function of the solid volume fraction. Exponents obtained using aluminum-
oxide-based capillary suspensions, with a preferentially wetting secondary fluid, indicate an increase in the particle gel’s fractal dimension
with increasing particle size. This may be explained by a corresponding relative reduction in the capillary force compared to other forces.
Confocal images using a glass model system show the microstructure to consist of compact particle flocs interconnected by a sparse
backbone. Thus, using the rheological models, two different fractal dimensionalities are distinguished: a lower network backbone dimension
(D¼ 1.86–2.05) and an intrafloc dimension (D¼ 2.57–2.74). The latter is higher due to the higher local solid volume fraction inside of the
flocs compared to the sparse backbone. Both of these dimensions are compared with values obtained by analysis of spatial particle positions
from three-dimensional confocal microscopy images, where dimensions between 2.43 and 2.63 are computed, lying between the two dimen-
sion ranges obtained from rheology. The fractal dimensions determined via this method corroborate the increase in structural compactness
with increasing particle size.VC 2017 The Society of Rheology. https://doi.org/10.1122/1.4997889
I. INTRODUCTION
Capillary suspensions are ternary solid-liquid-liquid sys-
tems. They consist of particle suspensions with a small
amount of added secondary fluid that is immiscible with the
bulk liquid [1]. The added fluid causes a sample-spanning
particle network to form, which leads to a dramatic alteration
of the suspension rheology and stability [1–6]. This effect
can be used as a simple method to tune the flow behavior of
suspensions that would otherwise require the addition of rhe-
ology control agents, surfactants, or other additives [7].
Capillary suspensions can be used for various applications
such as precursors for ceramic or glass filters with high
porosity and simultaneously small pore size [8–10], porous
polymeric or hybrid membranes [11,12] improved polymer
blends [13–15], slurries for battery electrodes or printable
electronics with accurately molded edge shape, good charge
transfer properties and reduced resistivity [16–18], crack-
free films [19], thermal interface materials [20], carbon slur-
ries from renewable sources used for energy generation [21],
the preparation of novel food products [22,23], or as 3D
printing paste formulations [24,25].
Capillary suspensions can be formed either with the sec-
ondary fluid wetting better than the bulk phase, which is
referred to as pendular state, or wetting less well in the capil-
lary state. In both cases, a percolating particle network arises
leading to a transition in the rheological properties due to
network formation [1,26]. Correspondingly, capillary sus-
pensions can be regarded as attractive particle gels.
The structure of capillary suspensions and their strength
depends on the solid particle radius a, the interfacial tension
C between the fluids, and the wetting properties of both
liquids comprised by the three phase contact angle h that the
secondary fluid forms toward the particles in a bulk liquid
environment [7]. Additionally, the structure and strength are
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determined by the volume and number of the second fluid
entities interconnecting the particles [26]. The overall second
fluid volume fraction /sec in capillary suspensions is small
compared to the volume fraction of the dispersed solid par-
ticles /solid and especially to the fraction of bulk liquid [6].
In the pendular state, the capillary force Fc in a concave
bridge of volume Vbridge between two equally sized spherical
particles can be computed either by solving the Young-
Laplace equation or by assuming a certain bridge shape.
Typically, the attraction energy between such particles con-
nected by the capillary force is many times higher than ther-
mal energy kBT [27]. Accordingly, the capillary force is also
orders of magnitude higher than the van der Waals force [2]
as well as gravity [28]. This leads to an increased cohesion
between particles in capillary suspensions compared to sus-
pensions without added secondary fluid that results in the
observed marked changes in flow behavior and prevents par-
ticle sedimentation [22]. The capillary force of single bridges
can be related to the macroscopic stress of a percolated capil-
lary suspension network. The relationship between capillary
force and yield stress ry for equally sized particles in direct
contact is given by
ry ¼ f /solid;/ secð Þ
Fc
a2







with f(/solid,/sec) being a function of particle and second
fluid volume fractions and g(Vbridge/a
3) a function of the
bridge volume relative to the particle volume [2,29–31].
While Vbridge is obviously related to the second fluid volume
fraction /sec, it also strongly depends on the sample prepara-
tion method [13,32] and contact angle [26]. Such a depen-
dence on sample preparation conditions is true of capillary
suspensions and other strong attractive particle gels that are
not in thermodynamic equilibrium since the structure does
not organize itself in a reproducible manner without the
application of well-defined external forces [33].
The structure of attractive particle gels is often treated as
a random fractal and thus is described by the fractal dimen-
sion D. The aim of this study is to apply fractal approaches
to capillary suspensions and the paper is organized as fol-
lows: In Sec. II, we discuss the concept of fractal dimen-
sions and summarize different approaches to calculate the
fractal dimension of particle networks from rheological
scaling laws or image analysis. After having described our
materials and methods in Sec. III, our first study (Sec. IVA)
evaluates the yield stress of aluminum oxide based capillary
suspensions as a function of particle size as well as second-
ary and solid volume fractions. We then apply rheological
scaling laws to evaluate fractal dimensions in Sec. IVB.
In Sec. IVC, we deduce fractal dimensions from image
analysis of the structure using a series of confocal micros-
copy experiments with capillary suspensions based on fluo-
rescently labeled silica beads. Finally, we compare the
approaches and summarize our findings in the conclusions
of Sec. V.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The fractal dimension D is a parameter to describe the
internal geometry of particle clusters. When fractal clusters
consisting of N particles are formed by aggregation, the clus-
ter radius Rc scales as
N / RcD ; (2)
where D in three-dimensional space can take values of
1D 3 [34,35]. Counting the number of particles inside a
sphere of radius R and transforming Eq. (2) to nondimen-
sional form by relating the radial coordinate R to single parti-









where N(R/a) is the particle number as function of the nor-
malized radial coordinate R/a and the center of gyration of
the cluster is defined as R¼ 0 [36]. In a real system, there is
some variability in the size of the particles, the size of the
aggregate, and the fractal dimension for each cluster, and so
these values should be taken as the mean values for the
observed sample.
Different models have classically been used to describe
cluster formation kinetics. The diffusion limited (DLCA)
and reaction limited cluster aggregation (RLCA) models are
distinguished by the sticking probability of each additional
particle contacting the cluster. The sticking probability is 1
(every particle sticks to the cluster upon first contact) for
DLCA, while it is close to 0 for RLCA (a particle can con-
tact the cluster many times before it finally adheres) [37].
Thus, RLCA clusters have a more densely packed structure
than DLCA which is captured by their fractal dimension val-
ues. Typically, DLCA clusters have D 1.856 0.1, while
D 2.1 6 0.1 for RLCA in three-dimensional space [37,38].
However, this dimension can depend on a variety of other
parameters, such as external shear [39,40].
Experimental determination of D by Eq. (3) is quite
straightforward using 3D confocal images of the clustered
particles from which the particle positions can be calculated
[26,41]. There are some caveats, however, when a percolated
particle network instead of a single particle cluster is evalu-
ated. In this case, different fractal clusters touch and merge
into each other. Thus, adjacent clusters that were initially
grown separately share particles with each other and the cor-
responding structure in the overlap regions can no longer be
well described by the cluster fractal dimension. The correla-
tion length n, which denotes the maximum length scale
before a cluster loses its internal fractality, is a helpful tool
to capture this critical overlap. Therefore, Eqs. (2) and (3)
are limited to R n. Figure 1 shows an idealized drawing of
a particle gel originating from merged clusters where n is
labeled. The correlation length decreases as the number den-
sity of particles is increased. For attractive particle gels, n
can be directly related to the volume fraction of particles
/solid, defined as the total particle volume divided by the
total sample volume, with
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n
a
¼ /solid1= D3ð Þ; (4)
which also includes changes to the correlation length with the
cluster structure via the dependence on D [42,43]. While the
cluster fractal dimension D is often treated as identical to
the overall percolated gel fractal dimension, such fractality
only holds for length scales smaller than n and the gel appears
nonfractal and homogeneous at larger length scales [44].
Using the aforementioned approaches on larger length scales
identifies an uncorrelated structure, resulting in D¼ 3 [43,44].
Since the concept of fractality was introduced to charac-
terize clustered structures of particles about three decades
ago [45], a plethora of scaling theories have emerged that
relate the fractal dimension to the rheological properties of
attractive particle gels as a function of the particle volume
fraction /solid (e.g., [36,44,46–53]). All of these scalings are
of a power law type, such that
Xð/solidÞ / /solidf ðDÞ ; (5)
where X serves here as a placeholder for a rheological prop-
erty, e.g., yield stress ry or elastic modulus plateau G0, and
the scaling theories mostly differ in the exponent f(D), com-
monly denoted by m. Piau et al. [47] have proposed a model
for the yield stress scaling of particle gels with
f Dð Þ  m ¼ 4
3 D : (6)
The model of Piau et al. relates the yielding behavior of the
particle gel to the free energy stored in a volume with scale
n, which is not related to /solid via Eq. (4), but instead via
a scaling argument following the method of de Gennes
designed for mesh size determinations of semidilute polymer
gels [54]. While this derivation seems to be somewhat arbi-
trary, Piau et al. have compared fractal dimensions calcu-
lated with their model to fractal dimensions experimentally
determined by light scattering methods and found very good
agreement. The Piau model has also been successfully
applied to particle gels with a broad diversity of material
compositions [47,55–57].
Shih et al. [46] proposed a very different model relating
the network structure to the elastic properties of the particle
gel, which are represented by two different elastic constants
Kf and Kb. Kf is the intrafloc constant characterizing the elas-
ticity inside a cluster of size n and Kb characterizes the inter-
floc or backbone connections between different flocs. The
interfloc connecting regions are highlighted by the gray
boxes in Fig. 1. Such an inhomogeneous gel structure is spe-
cifically expected for intermediate particle volume fraction
ranges (/solid 0.2–0.5) [58,59], which is often the relevant
range for capillary suspensions. Following Shih et al., the
relative contribution of both elastic constants determines the
sign and slope of a scaling exponent f(D)mc where the rhe-
ological property X in Eq. (5) is the critical strain amplitude
ccrit from oscillatory shear rheometry that denotes the end of
the linear viscoelastic deformation regime at a given fre-
quency. A second scaling proposed for G0, the frequency-
independent plateau value of the elastic modulus G0 in the
linear viscoelastic regime, has a scaling exponent f(D)mG.
The model of Shih et al. has been further evaluated and
extended by Wu and Morbidelli [48], who derived the two
scaling exponents as
mc ¼ 2 b
3 D ; (7)
mG ¼ b
3 D ; (8)
with the parameter b containing information about the
relative contributions of intrafloc and backbone elasticities.
Eliminating b by combining Eqs. (7) and (8) leads to an
expression of D as a function of both scaling exponents
D ¼ 3 mc þ mGð Þ  2
mc þ mG ; (9)
where D, following the definitions of Eqs. (2) to (4), is the
internal fractal dimension of the flocs.
The model of Piau et al., on the other hand, does not dif-
ferentiate between the flocs and backbone as this theory orig-
inates from semidilute polymer network mesh sizes (i.e.,
small /solid for particle gels). Ergo, this model assumes the
presence of a homogeneous backbone that resembles the
structure of such polymer gels rather than densely packed
flocs. Therefore, the corresponding fractal dimension calcu-
lated from Piau’s model is not expected to be the same D as
calculated from the other rheological models, but should
rather correspond to a “backbone dimensionality” on larger
FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of a percolated network consisting of intercon-
nected clusters (flocs) of particles having radius a. The large dashed-line
circles denote flocs with correlation length n and interfloc connecting
regions are highlighted by the gray shaded areas. A backbone transmitting
forces in the particle network is indicated by the thick red lines. While most
interfloc links are part of the backbone, only a minor amount of the total par-
ticles inside of a floc contributes to the backbone.
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length scales. This implies, then, a fractal network of clusters
where the clusters of size n are the basic building blocks.
Thus, n is the lower instead of the upper length scale for the
fractal structure of the network backbone [60].
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Materials
Commercial grade aluminum oxide particles (a-Al2O3)
were obtained from Almatis GmbH (Ludwigshafen, Germany)
which were used to prepare samples for rheological characteri-
zation. Four types of Al2O3 particles with different average
particle radius a50,3 were used (CT3000SG, a50,3¼ 0.32lm;
CT1200SG, a50,3¼ 0.70lm; CL3000SG, a50,3¼ 1.94lm; and
CT19FG, a50,3¼ 3.12lm). Figure 2 shows the respective parti-
cle size distributions and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images of the particles. The particles have irregular, angular,
convex shapes. Their density q is 3.94 g/ml. The bulk phase
in the Al2O3 material system was paraffin oil (Carl Roth,
Karlsruhe, Germany). It has a Newtonian flow behavior and a
dynamic viscosity of g(20 C)¼ 0.029Pa s. The density of the
paraffin oil is 0.85 g/ml. As an appropriate secondary liquid
phase, we used an aqueous sucrose solution (50 vol. %) with
q(20 C)¼ 1.28 g/ml and g(20 C)¼ 0.080Pa s. The D-(þ)-
sucrose was obtained from Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany).
The secondary liquid is no solvent for the a-Al2O3. The
interfacial tension between bulk and secondary liquids is
C¼ 41.26 0.7mN/m as determined with the pendant drop
method (OCA 15 EC, Dataphysics, Filderstadt, Germany) and
the contact angle of secondary fluid toward the Al2O3 in bulk
environment is h¼ 416 4 as determined with the sessile drop
method on a smooth a-Al2O3 plate using the same apparatus
as for pendant drop measurements. Thus, the system is in the
pendular state.
For confocal microscopy, a different sample system based
on silica particles was used. The silica particles were manu-
factured at Akzo Nobel (Bohus, Sweden; the smallest size
donated by the manufacturer and the others purchased from
MZ-Analysentechnik GmbH, Mainz, Germany). The silica
particles were covalently dyed with fluorescent rhodamine B
isothiocyanate via a modified St€ober synthesis [26,61,62],
FIG. 2. Particle size distributions and SEM images of both particle types used in this study. (a) Particle size distribution of the different Al2O3 particles. (b)
SEM image of Al2O3 with mean radius a50,3¼ 3.12lm. (c) Particle size distribution of the different silica particles. (d) SEM image of silica with
a50,3¼ 3.21lm.
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and the surface was partially hydrophobized with trimethyl-
chlorosilane [63]. Our methods to perform these chemical
particle reaction steps are detailed in supplementary material,
Sec. 1 [64]. Three types of silica with different mean particle
radius were used (Kromasil 100-1.8-SIL, a50,3¼ 0.95lm;
Kromasil 100-3.5-SIL, a50,3¼ 1.59lm; and Kromasil 100-7-
SIL, a50,3¼ 3.21lm; all sizes determined after chemical
modifications). The dyed particles are spherical [see Fig.
2(d)] and the measured density is 1.956 0.08 g/ml.
The bulk phase in the SiO2 material system was a mixture
of 86.8wt. % 1,2-cyclohexane dicarboxylic acid diisononyl
ester (Hexamoll DINCH, BASF, Ludwigshafen, Germany)
and 13.2wt. % n-dodecane (Alfa Aesar, Karlsruhe, Germany).
Bulk mixture properties are q¼ 0.91 g/ml and g(20 C)
¼ 0.021 Pa s. The secondary phase in the SiO2 material system
was a mixture of 86.4wt. % glycerol (purity > 99.5%, Carl
Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) and 13.6wt. % ultrapure water,
which does not modify the silica particles. Minute amounts of
the fluorescent dye PromoFluor-488 Premium carboxylic acid
(PromoKine, Heidelberg, Germany) were added to the second-
ary fluid. Secondary fluid mixture properties are q ¼ 1.23 g/ml
and g(20 C) ¼ 0.120Pa s. The bulk and secondary fluid mix-
tures had the same refractive index as the dyed silica particles
(n¼ 1.4556 0.001). Index matching was necessary to obtain
high quality confocal images. The interfacial tension between
bulk and secondary liquids, determined from pendant drop
measurements, is C¼ 21.56 0.3mN/m. Contact angles for all
three silica particle sizes were directly determined from confo-
cal images of individual particles that are situated in an inter-
face between bulk and secondary liquid. A detailed description
of this method is given elsewhere [26]. The contact angle
of secondary fluid toward the dyed silica particles in bulk
environment is h¼ 656 7. Thus, this system is also in the
pendular state. This is a necessary precondition for assuring
comparability of the silica and Al2O3 systems, together with
the similar size ranges of both particle types. In the remainder
of the paper, we will denote the mean particle radius a50,3 sim-
ply by a.
B. Sample preparation
Suspensions based on Al2O3 particles were prepared by
mixing the particles into the bulk phase with a high speed
dissolver stirrer (diameter 5 cm) at a rotation speed of
1200 rpm for 10min. Afterward, the secondary liquid phase
was added at a speed of 1000 rpm, and mixed for 2min.
After preparing the suspensions in the high speed dissolver,
a homogenization step in a self-constructed ball mill (ball
diameter 20–25mm) followed. The homogenization time
was 24 h at 18 rpm. The total sample volume was 100ml.
The silica based capillary suspensions were prepared by
emulsification of the secondary fluid in the bulk phase with
an ultrasound sonifier (Ditigal Sonifier model 250, Branson
Ultrasonics Corporation, Danbury, USA) with an ultrasonic
horn of 12.5mm diameter and maximum available output
power of 200W. Emulsification occurred at an amplitude of
35% for 30 s. Thereafter, the particles were stirred in with a
spatula and three more ultrasonic mixing steps were applied
to the sample (each 10 s at 10% amplitude, stirring with a
spatula between steps to enhance sample homogeneity).
The total sample volume was 0.85ml. Preparation of large
volumes was limited by the small total amounts of available
silica particles resulting from the different chemical modifi-
cation steps detailed in the supplementary material, Sec. I.
These small volumes are also the reason for not using the
silica system for the extensive rheological measurements,
where the Al2O3 system was chosen instead.
C. Rheological measurements
Rheological behavior of suspensions based on Al2O3 par-
ticles was determined with steady as well as oscillatory shear
measurements. For yield stress determination, the stress-
controlled rheometers MARS II (minimum torque Mmin¼ 50
nN m) and RheoStress RS150 (Mmin¼ 500 nN m, both rhe-
ometers from Thermo Fisher Scientific, Karlsruhe, Germany)
with a four blade vane geometry (5mm radius, 22mm blade
height) in an appropriate cylinder cup (Z-20-DIN, 10.8mm
cup radius) were used and the shear stress was increased step-
wise from 1 to 10 000Pa. The steps were logarithmically dis-
tributed with 50 steps per decade. Each step followed a dwell
time of 5 s. The capillary suspensions show transient behavior
on short timescales, but the dwell time was monitored to be
sufficient to reach steady state. The gels also do not demon-
strate aging behavior over the experimental timescales. The
yield stress was determined using the tangent method [65,66].
The storage modulus G0 and loss modulus G00 were deter-
mined via oscillatory shear measurements performed on the
MARS II rheometer equipped with plate-plate geometry
(diameter 35mm, gap height 1mm). Lower steel plate and
upper titanium plate surfaces were sandblasted to prevent
wall slip. Stress amplitude sweep measurements were per-
formed at angular frequencies x¼ 1 rad/s and x¼ 100 rad/s.
Stress controlled frequency sweep measurements were per-
formed at a stress inside the linear viscoelastic region (sample
dependent, between 10 and 150 Pa) in a frequency range of
100–0.1 rad/s and show a frequency independent storage
modulus of the suspensions in this range. All measurements
were conducted at 20 C. Despite the density mismatch
between particles and liquids, neither particle sedimentation
nor compaction of the sample during the rheological (and
confocal) measurements is observed. This is due to the very
strong capillary forces, which are orders of magnitude larger
than the gravitational force on the particles.
D. Confocal microscopy
Confocal images were taken with a Leica TCS SP8 inverted
confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica Microsystems,
Mannheim, Germany). The microscope is equipped with
two solid state lasers with wavelengths of 488 and 552 nm.
PromoFluor-488 Premium carboxylic acid dye, in the capillary
suspensions’ secondary phase, is excited by the 488 nm laser
and rhodamine B isothiocyanate, in the particles, is excited by
the 552 nm laser. The secondary phase dye emission was
detected in a wavelength range of 495–520 nm and the par-
ticles at 650–700 nm. A glycerol immersion objective with a
numerical aperture of 1.3 and 63 magnification (HC PL
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APO 63/1.30 GLYC CORR CS2, Leica Microsystems,
Mannheim, Germany) was used for image acquisition.
Image analysis was completed using IDL (Exelis VIS).
Localization of particle positions was based on a modifica-
tion of the 2D particle tracking algorithm of Crocker and
Grier [67], which had been further developed for 3D detec-
tion by Weeks et al. [68].1 Due to the size distribution
and high volume fractions of particles, some more elaborate
processing steps were necessary, similar to the procedure
used by Wenzl et al. [69]. A detailed description of these
procedures for particle localization and the subsequent deter-
mination of fractal dimensions from microscopy images are
given in the supplementary material, Sec. 2.2.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Yield stress master curve for Al2O3 system
The yield stress ry of various samples of the Al2O3 system
was measured with variations of the mean particle size a, sec-
ondary fluid volume fraction /sec, and particle volume fraction
/solid. Figure 3(a) shows ry as function of /sec with different
sizes a at a constant solid volume fraction /solid¼ 0.15, while
Fig. 3(b) shows ry as function of /sec with varied /solid at a
constant particle size a¼ 0.70lm. In all cases, the yield stress
increases strongly at first with small amounts of added second
fluid due to the buildup of capillary bridges in the pendular
state, then goes through a maximum, and finally ry decreases
again when /sec is further increased. The position of the maxi-
mum yield stress is shifted to higher second fluid volumes
with increasing solid volume fraction [Fig. 3(b)], but is inde-
pendent of the particle size [Fig. 3(a)]. This maximum value
is typically attributed to a funicular network structure, i.e.,
merged capillary bridges [26,70], while the ensuing decrease
occurs due to the formation of larger dense agglomerates,
which lead to weakening of the network structure [5,9]. The
details of yield stress dependence on second fluid content have
already been thoroughly investigated by Dittmann et al. on the
same sample system [9], and are a general characteristics of
pendular state capillary suspensions [71].
In Fig. 4, we show the same data as in Fig. 3 and include
additional data taken at /solid¼ 0.10 for a¼ 0.32 lm as well
as /solid¼ 0.20 and 0.25 for a¼ 3.12 lm. These data have
been rescaled so that all data collapse onto a single master
curve that can be used to predict an approximate yield stress
for any combination of particle size, second fluid, and solid
volume fraction. While this curve is a very helpful tool for
directed product design based on such capillary suspensions,
it is the details of the rescaling that are of fundamental scien-
tific interest. The rescaling on the abscissa, where /sec is
replaced by /sec//solid, is quite easy to understand since all
FIG. 3. Yield stress ry as function of second fluid volume fraction /sec for Al2O3 based capillary suspensions at (a) three different particle sizes a with constant
solid volume fraction /solid¼ 0.15 and (b) three different /solid with constant particle size a¼ 0.70lm.
FIG. 4. Yield stress master curve for Al2O3 based capillary suspensions.
Different symbol shapes denote each solid volume fraction and symbol fil-
lings and color denote each particle size. The dashed line designates the
position of the yield stress maximum at /sec//solid¼ 0.12.
1Crocker, J. C., and E. R. Weeks, “Particle tracking using IDL,” http://
www.physics.emory.edu/faculty/weeks//idl/
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of the structural transitions, from pure suspension to the pen-
dular state to the funicular state and finally to spherical
agglomeration, depend on the relative amount of the second-
ary fluid droplets, characterized by the droplet size and num-
ber, to the amount of particles. This ratio is captured by the
relative volume fractions with the addition of the average
number of bridges per particle. Increasing, e.g., the particle
volume fraction while keeping the second fluid volume frac-
tion unchanged would either, at fixed droplet volumes, lead
to a reduced number density of pendular bridges per particle
contacts or, retaining the bridge number density, to a reduced
volume of the bridges, and thus a different network structure
or mechanical strength. Indeed, a mixed contribution of
both effects is likely to appear. Accordingly, /sec//solid
has already been used as relevant property involved in struc-
tural transitions of capillary suspensions in other studies
[5,20,66,71]. The transition from the yield stress increase to
the maximum plateau value at /sec//solid 0.02–0.04 agrees
well with the ratio of single bridge to particle volumes
Vbridge/Vparticle¼ 0.021–0.025 where the pendular-to-funicu-
lar transition was calculated for glass bead based capillary
suspensions with contact angles in the range of h¼ 40–61
[26]. Similarly, for wet granular materials with /solid 0.57
the upper limit of the pendular regime has been found at
/sec 0.025, denoting this transition to take place at /sec/
/solid 0.04 [70].
The rescaling on the ordinate axis of Fig. 4 made by divid-
ing the yield stress by /solid
3.7 and a0.6 is more complex to
interpret. Using Eq. (1) as a guide, the dependence on Vbridge
is via the normalized second fluid ratio /sec//solid on the
abscissa and C and h are constant for all samples. Therefore,
ry can be rescaled by the only two remaining variables /solid
and a. From Eq. (1), ry should then be a function of a
1
instead of a0.6 and the solid volume scaling is composed of
the unknown term f(/solid). Recently, f(/solid)¼/solid2 from
sparse suspensions was proposed by Koos [2], but this obvi-
ously cannot hold. A dependence of /solid
3.3 has been found
by Domenech et al. for a capillary suspension system with a
much lower h [5], which corroborates the dependence of
/solid
3.7 found here. Additionally, we have performed yield
stress measurements with another capillary suspension sys-
tem based on CaCO3 particles, presented in the supplemen-
tary material, Sec. 3, that can also be rescaled using a solid
volume fraction exponent of 3.7, which is further confirma-
tion for the presented result.
While the theoretical size dependence of a1 already has
been verified for capillary suspensions using glass beads [7],
the deviation here might be explained by the presence of parti-
cle aggregates. It may be assumed that these aggregates rather
than the individual particles form a percolated aggregate net-
work similar to what was proposed toward the end of Sec. II.
These aggregates should then form a network backbone and
the yield stress is related to this network backbone rupturing.
The size of the aggregates varies based on the relative droplet
volume, so the exponent cannot be easily predicted and the
value of 0.6 here was empirically determined. An example
estimation of exponents closer to 1 using agglomerate sizes
is shown in the supplementary material, Sec. 4. However,
other explanations for the deviation from the a1 scaling are
possible, e.g., a different polydispersity in particle size distri-
butions or deviations from ideal spherical particle shape as
seen in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).
B. Fractal dimension from rheological scaling
laws
For capillary suspension based product design, the maxi-
mum achievable yield stress value is often of salient interest.
As can be seen in Fig. 4, this maximum appears in the Al2O3
system around a fixed sample composition ratio of /sec/
/solid¼ 0.12. Figure 5 shows the yield stress at this fixed
ratio as a function of the solid volume fraction for all four
particle sizes. While each particle size clearly shows a power
law scaling, a closer look reveals that the scaling exponent
of 3.7 used for the master curve is only an inaccurate aver-
aged value. The actual exponents m increase with increasing
particle sizes from m¼ 3.506 0.18 at a¼ 0.32 lm to
m¼ 4.236 0.13 at a¼ 3.12 lm.
In Fig. 6, the Piau model [Eq. (6)] is applied to these
scaling exponents to calculate the fractal dimensions D as
function of the particle size. The model predicts fractal dimen-
sions increasing from D¼ 1.866 0.06 at a¼ 0.32lm to
D¼ 2.056 0.03 at a¼ 3.12lm. These values all lie between
the values of 1.85 and 2.10 reported for the DLCA and RLCA
aggregation kinetic models [38]. However, one should hesitate
when directly applying the DLCA and RLCA models from
purely Brownian particle motion to capillary suspensions that
are prepared using strong mixing (i.e., external flow fields
determine particle motion) and are also influenced by gravity.
In literature, hydrodynamic forces [72,73] and gravity [74–76]
both have been shown to lead to rearrangements of clusters
with more compact geometries with higher D compared to
purely diffusive aggregates, and a loss of fractality in some
cases. This would imply that we should observe higher fractal
dimensions D> 2.1 that do not lie in the range between
FIG. 5. Yield stress ry of Al2O3 based capillary suspensions as function of
the solid volume fraction /solid at a fixed ratio of /sec//solid¼ 0.12 for the
four different mean particle radii.
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DLCA and RLCA values. As mentioned in the end of Sec. II,
however, the Piau model is expected to predict the dimension
of a network’s backbone instead of the internal dimension of
the basic aggregates, which may explain the calculated fractal
dimensions in Fig. 6 in this range. External forces mainly
influence the internal structure of the aggregates and should
have less influence on the percolating backbone as this struc-
ture only obtains its final configuration once the rapid external
mixing has ceased. This backbone by itself is relatively sparse
compared to the interior of the aggregate, even if there is an
interconnected structure. Thus, the backbone dimensionality
shown in Fig. 6 should be lower than the internal aggregate
dimensionality, as fractal dimensions are linked to the relative
number density of particles [Eq. (3)] [43,77,78].
By considering the dependence of our observed dimen-
sionalities on particle size in terms of aggregation, the stick-
ing probability for approaching particles decreases with
larger particle sizes. A hypothesis to explain this finding can
be drawn when the attractive capillary force Fc is compared
to other forces acting on the colliding particles. While Fc is a
linear function of particle size Fc a [Eq. (1)], the inertial
force Fi and hydrodynamic force Fh scale as Fi a3 and
Fh a2, respectively [28]. Thus, with increasing particle
size, the ratio of the capillary to inertial and to hydrodynamic
forces becomes weaker, which leads to a reduced sticking
probability and thus to more compact agglomerate structures.
The ratio of capillary to the other relevant forces decreases
with increasing particle size independent of the mode of
aggregation. Therefore, the increase in the fractal dimension
for capillary suspensions with increasing particle size, seen
in Fig. 6, is also expected even in the present case where
the aggregation is not governed by diffusion. Further corrob-
oration for this increase is given by yield stress data obtained
with another sample system based on CaCO3 particles,
which is shown in the supplementary material, Sec. 3.
It is also possible to determine the fractal dimension apply-
ing the model of Wu and Morbidelli to data from oscillatory
shear rheometry. Figure 7 shows an example measurement of
the moduli as a function of frequency as well as strain ampli-
tude for an Al2O3-based capillary suspension at /sec//solid
¼ 0.12. All samples, independent of /solid and a, showed a
frequency independent elastic modulus G0 at strain amplitudes
within the linear viscoelastic region for the frequency range
tested [Fig. 7(a)]. Therefore, the frequency independent pla-
teau modulus G0 can be identified directly using an amplitude
sweep as shown in Fig. 7(b). In addition to G0, a critical
strain amplitude ccrit denoting the limit of linear viscoelastic
response was determined following Shih et al. where ccrit is
defined using the 95% criterion [46]. The critical amplitude
showed no dependence on frequency x at which the ampli-
tude sweep was measured. The plateau modulus G0 and the
FIG. 6. Fractal dimension D as function of the particle size calculated with
the Piau yield stress scaling model. The gray horizontal lines denote
expected fractal dimension values for DLCA and RLCA aggregation.
FIG. 7. Elastic and viscous shear moduli G0 and G00 as a function of (a) angular frequency x at a stress (and strain) amplitude inside the linear viscoelastic
region and (b) strain amplitude at a frequency x¼ 1 rad/s. The elastic modulus G0 is shown as open circles and the viscous modulus G00 as open squares. The
dashed line in (b) denotes the elastic plateau modulus G0 while the arrows illustrate the determination of the critical strain amplitude ccrit. Example data of an
Al2O3-based capillary suspension with a¼ 0.70lm, /solid¼ 0.18 and /sec//solid¼ 0.12.
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amplitude ccrit are shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), respectively,
as function of /solid for the four different particle sizes. G0
can, with good agreement, be fitted by a power law with expo-
nent mG in the range of 3.466 0.26 to 4.276 0.34, but no
trend with particle size is observed. The ccrit data is more scat-
tered, but still is fit using simple power law, as often done
in literature [46,48,79]. The exponents increase with increas-
ing particle size from mc¼ 1.116 0.20 at a¼ 0.32lm to
mc¼ 4.286 1.05 at a¼ 3.12lm.
The fractal dimensions D calculated from mG and mc using
the model of Wu and Morbidelli [48] [Eq. (9)] are shown in
Fig. 8(c) for all four particle sizes. In contrast to the fractal
dimensions calculated with the Piau model from the yield
stress scalings (Fig. 6), these dimensions are expected to rep-
resent the internal floc structure and not the network back-
bone. The values are significantly higher than the RLCA
value of D¼ 2.1, which due to the elevated solid volume
fraction and strong external forces during sample preparation
is expected. Although these dimensions differ from the ones
calculated from the yield stress (Fig. 6), the trend of an
increasing D with particle size is reproduced. Here, the
dimension ranges from D¼ 2.576 0.03 at a¼ 0.32lm to
D¼ 2.746 0.04 at a¼ 3.12lm.
Finally, it is worth noting some peculiarities in the scaling
of G0 and ccrit with particle size. First, the dependence of the
plateau modulus scaling exponents, seen in Fig. 8(a), is not
directly expected. While G0 is known to often be independent
of particle size for a uniform gel structure [80] this is not obvi-
ous for the heterogeneous gels investigated here. The internal
floc packing geometry should depend on the particle size,
especially when the agglomerating tendencies of a single parti-
cle, which was discussed at the end of Sec. IVA and is shown
in Fig. S5 of the supplementary material, are kept in mind.
Thus, since the fractal dimension is expected to increase, we
might expect the G0 scaling exponents to also increase with
particle size. This trend is clearly shown in the scaling expo-
nents for the critical strain [Fig. 8(b)] and for the yield stress
(Fig. 5). The model from Wu and Morbidelli can help to clar-
ify this issue. The values of mG and mc, obtained from Figs.
8(a) and 8(b), can be used to estimate not only D, but also b
using Eqs. (7) and (8). This parameter b denotes the relative
strength of inter- and intrafloc connections in the network and
decreases from b 1.56 0.2 at a¼ 0.32lm to b 0.96 0.2
at a¼ 3.12lm. A diagram of b as function of the Al2O3 parti-
cle size is provided in Fig. S6 of the supplementary material.
The limiting cases for b are the pure weak-link behavior
(interfloc links are much weaker than the intrafloc links), cor-
responding to b¼ 1, and strong-link behavior (interfloc links
are stronger than the intrafloc ones), where b 4.3. These lim-
its were first proposed in the original model of Shih et al. [46]
with the intermediate values assigned only later by Wu and
Morbidelli [48]. Therefore, the comparably low b values in
our study show that our samples are primarily dominated by
weak interfloc links in all cases, but that these still become
relatively weaker with increasing particle size, reaching the
limit of pure weak-link behavior. The local change in packing
inside of the flocs with increasing particle size (i.e., the
increase in D) does not correspond to an increase in the pla-
teau modulus since the strengthening inside of the flocs is
counteracted by a weakening of the interfloc bonds. The criti-
cal strain amplitude, however, is more sensitive to the weaken-
ing of interfloc bonds, which causes the observed dependence
of the corresponding scaling exponents mc on particle size, as
seen in Fig. 8(b).
C. Structural investigations using confocal
microscopy
We can image capillary suspensions using a model system
to see the differences between the compact clusters and
sparse backbone. 2D confocal images of capillary suspen-
sions based on silica particles with three different sizes a and
volume fraction /solid¼ 0.266 0.06 are shown in Fig. 9.
Following the results for the Al2O3 system, the ratio /sec/
/solid¼ 0.12 was also kept constant for all confocal samples.
The three confocal images have been rescaled in size to allow
better visual comparability so that the scale bar in each of the
three images denotes a length of 40	a. These images do not
show particle gels that are homogeneous at these scales, but a
structure consisting of relatively compact agglomerates with
large (sparsely populated) voids. Thus, the model structure
shown in Fig. 1 is indeed an appropriate representation of the
structure of capillary suspensions. This means that making a
FIG. 8. (a) Elastic plateau modulus G0 and (b) critical strain amplitude ccrit of Al2O3-based capillary suspensions as function of the solid volume fraction /solid
at a fixed ratio of /sec//solid¼ 0.12. (c) Fractal dimensions D as function of the mean particle size calculated from the data shown in (a) and (b) using the model
of Wu and Morbidelli.
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distinction in the strength and structure between the backbone
and agglomerate obtained using the two rheological models
in Sec. IVB is appropriate.
The total number of particles N around a reference particle
in the 3D images can be determined as function of the normal-
ized radial distance R/a to the reference particle by detecting
the particle positions. An example 3D image and the method
for determining the positions is described in Sec. 2 in the sup-
plementary material. This function N(R/a) can be used to cal-
culate the fractal dimension using Eq. (3). Since the clusters
have a limited size, N(R/a) is not calculated for distances lon-
ger than the correlation length n/a, which is estimated from
Eq. (4) using the dimension D from the rheological results at
first. The lowest floc dimension calculated from the oscillatory
data using the Wu and Morbidelli model in Sec. IVB
was D 2.6. The measured /solid¼ 0.266 0.06 leads to n/
a 296 12 (with the error in n/a being estimated based on
the error in /solid and not in D). This value roughly matches
the cluster sizes visible in Fig. 9. When using the same /solid,
but D¼ 2.0, which is in the range predicted from the Piau
model, the calculated correlation length drastically shrinks to
n/a 3.856 0.65. However, using /solid¼ 0.26 is incorrect in
the latter calculation. While the relevant solid volume fraction
for the backbone cannot be directly defined, the number of
contributing particles is clearly lower than the total particle
number in the sample. Thus, the relevant n/a value for the
backbone should be larger in reality.
N(R/a) functions have been determined from 3D confocal
images with image sizes of (45	a)3. These images contain an
average of 33006 850 particles and the corresponding local
particle volume fraction /solid¼ 0.266 0.06 was directly eval-
uated from the 3D images. Images used for fractal dimension
determination have been taken at a much higher resolution
than shown in Fig. 9, and the secondary fluid was also imaged.
An example image is provided in the supplementary material,
Sec. 2.1. Due to the large variation in volume fraction and par-
ticle number caused by the network inhomogeneity, as seen in
Fig. 9, the N(R/a) function is strongly influenced by the posi-
tion inside of the sample where these relatively small 3D
images are taken. Furthermore, the arbitrarily chosen reference
particles (R¼ 0) also cannot be expected to coincide with the
center of gyration of a cluster. Therefore, eight such images
were taken for each particle size and the N(R/a) function in
each image was calculated using between 350 and 550 refer-
ence particles, randomly distributed in the volume not inter-
secting the edges, to decrease the influence of these errors.
Additionally, the maximum radial distance was set to R/
a¼ 10, considerably lower than the estimated cluster size of n/
a 296 12, in order to ensure many of these calculations
were made inside of a cluster. The mean N(R/a) functions of
all these calculations are shown in Fig. 10 for the three differ-
ent particle sizes.
The mean N(R/a) functions show a power law increase
where the exponent is evaluated for 2<R/a< 10 and the
fractal dimension D equals the exponent following Eq. (3).
The dimensions, calculated from the image sets for each par-
ticle size, are shown in Fig. 11 as red diamonds.
This method captures mixed contributions from both the
internal aggregate as well as the backbone structure as not
all reference particles are close to the gyration center of the
clusters, and can also include a portion of the voids, thereby
reducing the effective particle density. Thus the optically
determined D values are larger than the calculations from the
rheological scaling model of Piau, but smaller than the ones
from the Wu and Morbidelli scaling model, representing back-
bone and aggregate dimensions, respectively. The inhomoge-
neity of the particle networks leads to scattered data in the
calculations of D from N(R/a) functions, as local structures
FIG. 9. Confocal 2D images of capillary suspensions based on silica particles (/solid¼ 0.266 0.06) with three different mean particle radii (a) a¼ 0.95lm,
(b) a¼ 1.59lm and (c) a¼ 3.21lm, all at /sec//solid¼ 0.12. The silica particles are shown in red. The undyed bulk liquid and secondary liquid are not shown.
Image sizes and scale bars have been adjusted so that the scale bar equals 40	a in each image.
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will vary significantly between different 3D images and
around different reference particles. This scatter is seen in the
significant size of the error bars in Figs. 10 and 11. As with
the dimension determined from rheological data, the fractal
dimension values from microscopy image analysis increase
with increasing particle size. This is true even though a differ-
ent method and sample system were used here. There is an
increase from D¼ 2.436 0.17 at a¼ 0.95lm to D¼ 2.63
6 0.07 at a¼ 3.21lm. Corresponding correlation lengths can
be estimated, lying between 11 n/a 38.
Some caveats should be kept in mind when directly com-
paring the three curves of Fig. 11, as there are some differ-
ences between the data obtainment from rheology and from
confocal microscopy. Most obvious is the usage of two sam-
ple systems, especially the difference between perfectly
spherical glass beads and more irregularly shaped Al2O3 par-
ticles. Also, different mixing protocols had to be used to pre-
pare the samples, which has been recently shown to influence
the strength of capillary suspensions [13,32]. Closely related
to the issue of mixing protocols is the general preshear history
of the samples, including the loading into the measuring
device for the rheometer which also differs from the micro-
scope slide. Such different preshear protocols may also lead
to different structures. Indeed, the rheological response itself
might be altered by this preshear, as was shown for shear rate
dependent thixotropic time scales in silica suspensions by
Dullaert and Mewis [81]. Thus, comparing the absolute val-
ues of the fractal dimensions determined through confocal
microscopy with the values deduced from rheology may not
be valid. However, the approximate values and trends in the
fractal dimensions from the different approaches are still
expected to be valid. It is clear from both the rheological data
and the microscopic data that these capillary suspensions
exhibit a heterogeneous gel structure with fractal dimensions
that increase with increasing particle size.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we used several approaches to determine the
fractal dimension of capillary suspensions. We used rheologi-
cal scaling laws that based on different structural and aggrega-
tion models and analyzed yield stress data or the elastic
plateau modulus and the critical strain amplitude. These two
different approaches led to different fractal dimensions cap-
turing structural features on different length scales of the par-
ticle networks. Fractal dimensions in the range from 1.86 to
2.05 were determined using the rheological scaling model
from Piau et al. [47] assuming a uniform fractal structure,
while distinctly higher D values in the range from 2.57 to 2.74
were obtained for the same capillary suspensions from the
rheological scaling model of Wu and Morbidelli [48]. This
marked difference is explained by an inhomogeneous micro-
structure of capillary suspensions, where relatively dense
agglomerates are linked to form a relatively sparse backbone
transmitting the forces. Taking into account the origin of the
two applied rheological scaling models, the fractal dimension
calculated with the Piau model is then expected to be a mea-
sure of the network backbone structure while the model from
Wu and Morbidelli describes the fractal dimension inside
the aggregates. Due to the locally higher particle volume frac-
tion and more compact structure, the floc dimension is much
higher than the backbone dimension.
FIG. 11. Apparent fractal dimensions D as function of particle size a deter-
mined from confocal image analysis of silica based capillary suspensions
(red diamonds). For comparison, the results from the rheological scaling
models presented in Sec. IVB are reproduced in this diagram, where the
backbone dimension was calculated using the model of Piau et al. and the
aggregate dimension with the model of Wu and Morbidelli.
FIG. 10. Particle number function N(R/a) for silica based capillary suspen-
sions with a¼ 0.95lm (gray triangles), a¼ 1.59lm (black open circles) and
a¼ 3.21lm (black filled diamonds), all with /solid¼ 0.266 0.06 and /sec/
/solid¼ 0.126 0.03 as determined from 3D confocal image data. Error bars
are only shown at every fourth data point for the sake of clarity. The expo-
nent of the N(R/a) function equals the fractal dimension D as exemplified in
the figure for the particles with a¼ 0.95lm.
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This hypothesis for interconnected dense flocs is con-
firmed by confocal images where particle-laden areas are sep-
arated by voids with few particles. Fractal dimensions were
directly determined from particle positions obtained from 3D
confocal images of index-matched capillary suspension
model systems. This approach is generally more straightfor-
ward since the structural parameter D is directly obtained
rather than the indirect method of deducing D from rheologi-
cal data. While such a direct approach avoids complications
and questions regarding the approximations and assumptions
made to relate structure to rheology, it does not necessarily
capture the inhomogeneity of the network structure. Based on
structural considerations of the inhomogeneous sample struc-
ture, we indeed think it is more appropriate to not describe
capillary suspension structures with only one single fractal
dimension value, but to make distinctions between two differ-
ent dimensionalities—one for the backbone at long length
scales, and one for the internal aggregate dimensionality at
short length scales. This latter value should be the parameter
most closely related to the classical definition of fractal
dimensions [Eq. (2)]. Due to the presence of such different
length scales, the direct approach to determine a single
dimension D using particle number functions from micros-
copy also can only provide an apparent fractal dimension
containing mixed contributions of both length scales. Due
to the short length R/a< 10 used to evaluate the data, the
contribution of the internal cluster structure is expected to
dominate, however. Accordingly, the optically determined D
values lie between the results obtained from the different rhe-
ological approaches, but closer to the intrafloc values from
the model of Wu and Morbidelli than to the backbone dimen-
sions captured by the Piau model.
Regardless of the method used, the fractal dimension of
capillary suspensions increases with increasing particle size.
This trend is confirmed by all of the sample systems at the
different length scale provided by each method. Therefore,
capillary suspensions with larger particles exhibit more com-
pact particle arrangements. This can be explained by the
weakening of the capillary force in comparison to both the
inertial and hydrodynamic forces with increasing particle
size. This should reduce the sticking probability of an incom-
ing particle attaching to an aggregate during the preparation
of the capillary suspension samples.
The inhomogeneous sample structure and refinement of the
optically determined fractal dimension should be investigated
further. In particular, our study has shown that the fractal
dimension might not be the most meaningful property to get a
comprehensive and complete insight into the microstructure
of these capillary suspensions due to their heterogeneous
nature. Other characterization approaches provide additional
options that can be combined with the fractal dimension to get
structural information for such heterogeneous, high volume
fraction particle gels. One promising method is that of Wyss
et al., who evaluated a similar heterogeneous particle gel by
describing it as two-component system with one phase being
represented by large voids of bulk liquid and the second com-
ponent by the compact particle gel (aggregates and backbone)
[59]. This second component is described by a solid volume
fraction /2 that is larger than /solid and is calculated as
/2¼/solid/(1 – /1) with /1 representing the estimated vol-
ume fraction of the void pores of bulk liquid. While it is diffi-
cult to precisely determine /1, it nevertheless should be
possible to estimate this value from confocal images in future
studies and then determine local aggregate structures repre-
sented by /2. A second promising method to characterize het-
erogeneous suspensions, first introduced by Varadan and
Solomon, is based on the determination of Voronoi volumes
around the individual particles. The broadness and the skew-
ness of the distribution of Voronoi volumes can be used to
identify the degree of structural heterogeneity [82]. One can
also use other parameters to describe the network structure,
such as the coordination number between particles evaluated
from the confocal images [83] and then make distinctions
between the particle contacts with and without liquid bridges.
Similarly, obtaining a distribution of clustering coefficients
might be a worthwhile approach to the local microstructure.
Concerning rheological methods, detections of space-resolved
stress distributions could help in fathoming details of the
yielding mechanism, as yielding of heterogeneous gels can
occur by only very local breaking of a very small fraction of
the network connections [84]. This might also help to better
explain the relative importance and strength of inter- and
intrafloc bonds, which has emerged in the discussion of Fig. 8.
Finally, another promising approach could be to perform sim-
ulations of the network structure and compare these simula-
tions to optically determined data. This approach would allow
structural information to be determined as sample conditions
are independently varied. Thus, while we have gained interest-
ing information about the structure of capillary suspensions by
using the fractal approaches in this study, there remain many
additional options for promising future research studies.
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